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UNIT –I 

ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

1) Ionic strength of an electrolyte solution is defined as -------- 
 

a) 1/2Ʃmi
2
Zi

2
 b) Ʃmi

2
Zi

2
 c) 1/2ƩmiZi

2
 d) 1/2Ʃmi

2
Zi 

2) Ionic strength of 0.1 m MgSO4 is 

a) 0.1 b) 0.4 c) 0.2 d) 0.3 

3) Concentration cells are 
 

a) Those in which concentration of two electrolyte is different 
 

b) Those in which concentration of two electrolyte is same 
 

c) Those in which two identical electrodes are involved but at different activities 
 

d) Those in which two identical electrodes are involved but at same activities 

4)A saturated solution of KCI is used for making salt bridge because – 

a) velocity of K
+
 and Cl- is neary the same b) velocity of K

+
 and Cl- is different 

c) KCl is soluble in water d) KCl is insoluble in water 
 

5) Debye Huckel limiting law correlates    
 

a) Activity of electrolytes with ionic strength 
 

b) Mean Ionic activity coefficient with ionic strength 
 

c) Mean activity with ionic strength 
 

d) none of these 
 

6) Concentration polarization    
 

a) Can be minimized b) Cal be eliminated c) is large in magnitude d) is small in magnitude 
 

7) Over voltage depends upon    
 

a) Current density b) Nature of cathode c) Both a & b d) Nature of anode 
 

8) A plot of ƞ vs log I is    



a) Curve b) Linear with positive slope c) Linear with negative slope d) None of these 
 

9) For 0.1 M ZnSO4 the ionic strength is     

a) 0.4 b) 0.3 c) 0.5 d) 0.2 

10)Ionic strength of 0.1 m BaCl2 is    

a) 0.4 b) 0.5 c) 0.6 d) 0.3 
 

11) KCl is used for preparing salt bridge because tK+    
 

a) 0.4 b) 0.5 c) 0.3 d) 0.1 
 

12) For 0.01 M Na2SO4 the mean activity coefficient is    

a) 0.71 b) 0.55 c) 0.65 d) 0.66 

13) For 0.01 CuSO4 the mean activity coefficient is    

a) 0.25 b) 0.2 c) 0.30 d) 0.35 

14) The solution containing 0.5 m KNO3 & 0.02 m CaCl2 the ionic strength is    

a) 0.51 b) 0.56 c) 0.52 d) 0.54 

15) the solution containing 0.2 m KCl & 0.2 m Na2CO3 the ionic strength is    

a) 0.6 b) 0.8 c) 0.10 d) 0.12 

16) For concentration cell E
0
cell is    

a) Zero b) One c) Two d) Minus One 
 

17) The emf of concentration cell is due to transfer of 

another 
from one compartment to 

 

a) Matter b) Solute c) Solvent d) Solution 
 

18) To indicate the liquid-liquid junction the notation use is 
 

a) Single vertical line b) double vertical line c) parallel line d) round bracket 
 

19) Ionic strength of 0.1 m KCl & 0.1 m CuSO4 will be the    
 

a) Same b) Different c) nearly close d) None of these 
 

20) Tafel Proposed the theory of    
 

a) Over voltage b) Oxygen over voltage c) Hydrogen over Voltage d) All of these 
 

21) Concentration polarization can be eliminated by stirring the    
 

a) Solution b) Solvent c) Solute d) None of these 
 

22) Evaluation of gas is accompanies by    
 

a) Over voltage b) Current density c) Concentration d) All of these 
 

23) Liquid junction potential is in magnitude. 



a) Small b) Large c) medium d) None of these 
 

24) for uni-univalent electrolyte the ionic strength equals    
 

a) 2m b) m c) 3 m d) 4m 
 

25) for uni-bivalent electrolyte the ionic strength equals    
 

a) 2m b) m c) 3 m d) 4m 
 

26) The activity of Uni-Univalent electrolyte is    
 

a) m
2
γ

2
 b) 4m

3
γ

3
 c) 27 m

4
γ

4
 d) None of these 

27) The activity of Uni-bivalent electrolyte is _ 
 

a) m
2
γ

2
 b) 4m

3
γ

3
 c) 27 m

4
γ

4
 d) None of these 

28) The activity of bi-Univalent electrolyte is _ 
 

a) m
2
γ

2
 b) 4m

3
γ

3
 c) 27 m

4
γ

4
 d) None of these 

29) The activity of Uni-trivalent electrolyte is _ 
 

a) m
2
γ

2
 b) 4m

3
γ

3
 c) 27 m

4
γ

4
 d) None of these 

30) The activity of tri-Univalent electrolyte is _ 
 

a) m
2
γ

2
 b) 4m

3
γ

3
 c) 27 m

4
γ

4
 d) None of these 

31) cannot be used in salt bridge. 
 

a) KCI b)KBr c)KNO3 d)AgNO3 
 

32) For ideal solution, activity coefficient equals 

a)<1 b)>1 c)1 d)-1 

33) For non-ideal solution, activity coefficient equals 

a)<1 b)>1 c)1 d)-1 

34) Overvoltage ----- 
 

a) ƞ =Ed - E rev b) ) ƞ =Ed +E rev c) ) ƞ =Ed / E rev d) ) ƞ =Ed x E rev 

 

35) Concentration polarization will be by stirring the solution. 
 

a) Increased b)Decreased c)Constant d)non of these 
 

36) Tafel equation for hydrogen overvoltage is    
 

a) ƞ = a - b log i b) ƞ = a + b log i c)ƞ = a / b log i d)ƞ = a x b log i 

37)In chemical cell two electrodes are  different. 

a) Chemically b) Physically c) Mechanically d)none of these 
 

38) Activity of AICI3 is    



a) m
2
γ

2
 b) 4m

3
γ

3
 c) 27 m

4
γ

4
 d) None of these 

39) HCI is electrolyte. 
 

a) Uni-Univalent b) Uni-bivalent c) Bi-univalent d) Uni-trivalent 
 

40) CaCI2 is electrolyte. 
 

a) Uni-Univalent b) Uni-bivalent c) Bi-univalent d) Uni-trivalent 
 

41) If two ions have same transport number, liquid-junction potential will be     
 

a) Zero b) One c) Two d) Minus One 

42)As current density increases overvoltage     

a) Increased b)Decreased c)Constant d)none of these 
 

43) As temperature increases overvoltage    
 

a) Increased b)Decreased c)Constant d)none of 

these 44)The salt used in salt bridge is      

a)KCI b)KI c)KBr d)KOH 
 

45) Salt bridge is used to  liquid junction potential. 

a)Maximize b)Minimize c)Constant d)None of these 

46) The minimum potential that must be applied to an electrolytic cell is called as    

a)Decomposition potential b)current density c)overvoltage d)none of these 

47) The potential at which the catholic or anodic process occurs is dependent on    

a)Pressure b)Temperature c)Electrolyte d)Electrode 

48)   is to measure the actual potential applied to the cell. 

a)Potentiometer  b)Voltmeter c) Ammeter d)Resistance 

49) The set up consist of two electrodes and an electrolyte forming the cell. 

a)Chemical b)Concentration c)Electrolytic d)none of these 

50) The decomposition potential is expressed as     

a)Ed = E catholic   + E anodic b) Ed = E cathodic - E anodic 

c)Ed = E cathodic    / E anodic  d)Ed = E cathodic x E anodic 



UNIT II POLYMER 

1) A polymer is formed when simple chemical units    

a)Combine to form long chain b) combine to form helical chain 

c) break-up d)become round 
 

2) Which is naturally occurring polymer. 

a)Polythene b)protein c)PVC d)polypropylene 

3) The monomer of PVC is    
 

a) Succinic acid b)vinyl chloride c)vinyl acetate d)Glycol 

4)Which of the following is thermosetting plastic. 

a)Perspex b)Bakelite c)PVA d)PVC 
 

5) Which of the following is thermosplasic plastic. 

a)Protein b)Bakelite c)PVA d)PVC 

6) Which of the following is fluorocarbon plastic. 

a)Nylon b)Teflon c)terylene d)rayon 

7) Heating rubber with sulphur is called as 
 

a) Galvanisation b)vulcanization c) sulphonation d)bessmerisation 
 

8) The ratio of weight average molecular weight to number average molecular weight is called 

a)degree of polymerisation b)polydispersity index 

c)Z- average molecular weight  d)viscosity average molecular weight 

9)LED made up of material. 

a)conductor b)semi-conductor  c)nonconductor d)none of 

these 10)epoxy resins are resins. 

a)thermosetting b)thermoplastic c)linear d)plastic 

11)Glass is an example of  polymer. 

a) organic b) inorganic c)cyclic  d)plastic 

12)Nylon 66 is an example of polymer. 

a)polyamide b)polyamine c)polyether d) polystyrene 
 

13) Additive added to polymers to prevent static change in them are called 

a)antistatic agent b)antioxidant c)colorant d)curing 



14) Which is synthetically occurring polymer.  

   a)wool b)silk c)protein  d)rubber 

15) The monomer of PS is    
 

a)succinic acid b)vinyl chloride c)vinyl acetate d)styrene 

16)Silk is a  polymer. 

a)natural b )synthetic  c) semi synthetic d)cyclic 

17)Nylon is dye with    dyes. 

a)acid b)base c)vat d) azo 
 

18) Thermoplastic are polymers. 
 

a)Linear b)Nonlinear c)cross link d)cyclic 
 

19) ) Thermoplastic polymers are     

a)Reused b)Recycled c)Reshaped d)all of these 

20) Thermosetting polymers are     
 

a)Reused b)Recycled c)Reshaped d)none of these 
 

21) Thermoplastic polymers are     
 

a) )Linear b)Nonlinear c)cross link d)cyclic 
 

22) Thermosetting polymers are      

a)Linear b)Nonlinear c)cross link d)cyclic 

23) Thermosetting polymers are formed by    polymerisation. 

a)addition b)condensation c)elimination  d) rearrangement 

24) Thermoplastic polymers are formed by     polymerisation. 

a)addition b)condensation c)elimination  d)rearrangement 

25)polymer used in adhesives is in formed. 

a)Solid b) Liquid c)Gas d)plasma 
 

26) Thermosetting polymers is      

a)Nylon-6 b)Nylon-66 c)Bakelite d)PVC 

27) Thermoplastic polymers is 
 

a)polyethylene b) Bakelite c)plastic d) polyester 

28)Polythene ,PVC ,Teflon and neoprene are all _ 

a)monomer b)copolymer c)homopolymer d)nonpolymeric 



29)The polymer used in making blanket is     

a)polyacrelonitrile b)polyester c)polythene d)PVC 30)Nylon 

and polyester are example of    

a)linear chain polymer b)branched chain c)graft copolymer d)cross linked 

31)polymer characterised by long range of elasticity are known as    

a)Plastic b)Fibres c)Elastomer d)resin 

32) polydispersity index of a natural polymer is usually    

a)Zero b)Greater than zero c)less than zero d)unity 

33) The repeat or similar unit in the polymer is called as    

a)monomer b)copolymer c)homopolymer d)Homomers 

34) The polymer mostly derived from naturally occurring polymers by 

chemical modification are 

a)natural b )synthetic c) semi synthetic d)cyclic 

35) Light scattering method is used to calculate _ weight of polymer. 
 

a) weight average molecular b) viscosity average molecular 
 

c) Z- average molecular D) number average molecular 
 

36) The degree of polymerisation is a measure of of polymer. 
 

a) weight b)monomeric unit c)length d)all of these 
 

37) Number average molecular weight of polymer is independent of 

a)molecular size b) molecular wt c) monomeric unit d) mole fraction 

38) Inorganic polymer has only carbon atom in its main chain. 

a)Zero b)one c)two d)three 

39) Intrinsic viscosity is reduced viscosity when concentration approaches to    

a)Zero b)Greater than zero c)less than zero d)unity 

40) The chemically modified natural polymer are     _- 
 

a) hydrogenated  b)halogenated c)hydro-halogenated d)All of these 

41)Additives added to polymers to prevent static charges in them are called    

a)Antistatic agents b)colorant c)curing d)antioxidants 

42)   Polymer are generally weak soft and less brittle. 
 

a) Thermoplastic b) Thermosetting c) Resin d) Adhesive 



 

43)Thermoplastic polymer can dissolve in sum organic    
 

a) Acid b) Solvent c) Solution d) Solute 
 

43)   polymer are generally hard strong and more brittle. 
 

a) Thermoplastic b) Thermosetting c) Resin d) Adhesive 
 

44) The Polymer whose molecules have wide range of molecular weight are called. 
 

a) Mono disperse b) Poly disperse c) Semi Synthetic d) Organic Polymer 
 

45)   is used in primary display of TV’s, Lab top & mobile appliance. 
 

a) LED b) LEP c) CFL d) PVC 
 

46) The Mark Hauwink equation is    
 

a) [ƞ] = KM
α
 b) [ƞ] = KM

β
 c) [ƞ] = KM

γ
 d) [ƞ] = - KM

α
 

47) Plastic colorant are chemical compound use to _ plastic 
 

a) Colour b) Odour c) recover d) remould 
 

48) Antistatic agent are added to polymers to minimize build up of in plastic 

material 

a) Electric charge b) Harden c) soften d) Strength 
 

49) Light stabilizer are chemical additive use to protect    
 

a) Monomer b) Copolymer c) Polymer d) Adhesive 
 

50) Polymer light emitting diodes are also called as    
 

a) LED b) LEP c) LCD d) CFL 
 

51) Light emitting diode is a light source 
 

a) Semiconductor b) Conductor c) Non conductor d) Insulator 
 

52) A curing agent is a substance that is used to a surface. 
 

a) Harden b) Soften c) Brittle d) Stronger 
 

53)   are use to catalyse the homo polymerization of epoxy resin. 
 

a) Antistatic agent b) Curing agent c) Light Stabilizer d) Colorant 
 

54) Antioxidant inhibit that occurs when polymer react with atmospheric oxygen. 
 

a) Auto oxidation b) Oxidation c) Reduction d) Antioxidation 



Unit III 

1] The energy of an emitted electron depends on -------- 
 

a] The intensity of the radiation  b] The frequency of the radiation 

c] The nature of the metal surface d] probability 

2] The black body radiation problem--------- 
 

a] Assuming dual nature of matter b] Assuming wave nature of matter 

c] Assuming quantization of energy. d] both a and b 

3] De Broglie relationship can’t be applied to everyday objects because-------- 
 

a] It can be applied only to subatomic particle, 
 

b] The momentum of the ball is too large compared to the magnitude of the Planck’s constant. 

c] The normal objects do not have an associated wave 

d] wave particle duality 
 

4] Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle is applied to------ 
 

a] Any two variables of the system 

b] Dynamic variables of the system. 

c] Conjugate variables of the system. 

d] dual nature of radiation 

5] The wave function defined for a system has to be -------- 
 

a] Single valued 

b] Finite 

c] infinite 
 

d] both a and b 
 

6] The eigen function of an operator is------- 
 

a] Any function on which the operator works 

b] A function that is real 

c] Any function that fulfils the eigen value equation-------- 
 

d] wave function 
 

7] Eigen value represents--------- 
 

a] A number 
 

b] Value of the dynamic variable of the system 



c] Both a and b 

d] none of these 

8] Standing waves are -------- 
 

a] Transverse waves 

b] Longitudinal waves 

c] Stationary waves 

9] ------------------ s a wave function of operator𝜕2/𝜕x
2
 

a] sin ax 

b] log bx 

c] 1/x
2
+1 

d] tan
-1

x 

10] In Compton effect, X- rays are scattered due to ------------- of metal. 
 

a] cation 

b] anion 

c] electrons 

d] neutrons 

11] Which pair of operators are commulative? 
 

a] 𝜕 , 𝜕2 

𝜕𝑥  𝜕𝑥2 
 

b] x
2
, h/2𝜋i 𝜕 

𝜕𝑥 
 

c] sinx, logx 

d] tan-
1
,log 

12] Particle nature of light is shown by ---------- effect. 
 

a] interference 

b] photoelectric 

c] black body radiation 

d] all of these 

13] ---------------- is a energy operator. 
 

a] –h
2
/8𝜇2

m. 𝜕2 
𝜕𝑥2 

 

 

 

 

b] h/2𝜋i.𝜕/𝜕𝑥 

+ 𝑣 

c)ˆx 



 d) all of these 
 

14] -------------- is the best wave function. 

a] eax2 

b] e-ax2 

c] tanx 

d] logx 

15] ------------- is a linear operator. 
 

a] e
ax

 

b] sin 

c] 𝜕/𝜕𝑥 
 

d] log 
 

16] If 𝜕 
𝜕𝑥 operator act on wave function e

4x
, the eigen value is -------- 

 

a] 4 
 

b]2 
 

c]3 
 

d]1 

 

 

17] ʃ ΨÂΨ / ʃ ΨΨ gives------------ value 
 

a] average 

b] total 

c] zero 

d] all 

18] The fundamental equation of de Broglie’s theory of wave particle duality is----------- 
 

a] λ =hm/v 

b] λ =h/mv 

c] λ=h/mc 

d] 𝜆=2h/mc 

19] If A [f(x)+m(x)=Af(x)+Am(x), then the operator is ----------- 
 

a] linear 

b] commutative 

c]  c] Hamiltonian 

d]  d]operator 



20] In quantum mechanics electron is considered to be made up of------------ 
 

a] wave 

b] particle 

c] probability 

d] all of these 

21] The probability of finding particle (electron) in a particular region is given by------------ 
 

a] √Ψ 

b]Ψ
2
 

c]Ψ 

d]Ψ
3
 

22] for the operator d
2
/dx

2
, the eigen value for the function sin 3x is-------- 

a] -9 
 

b] +9 
 

c] -3 

d]+3 

23] The wave function Ψ must be --------- valued 
 

a] double 

b] single 

c] triple 

d]multiple 

24] The black body radiation problem was solved by Planck using the concept of--------------- 
 

a] Quantization of energy 

b] Wave function 

c] Wave particle 

d] All of these 

25] The black body is defined as ----------- and ----------- if energy. 
 

a] 10% absorber , emitter 



b] 100% absorber, emitter 

c] no absorber, emitter 

d] 1% absorber, emitter 
 

26] Photoelectric effect was explained by ------------- based on particulate nature of radiation. 
 

a]Newtons 

b] de-

Broglie c] 

Einstein d] 

Planck 

 

27] Compton effect involves scattering of ------------ by -------------- 
 

a] electrons, x- rays 

b] electrons, 𝛼-rays 

c] electrons, 𝛽 −rays 

d] electrons, 𝛾 −rays 

 

28] de-Broglie equation was experimentally verified by diffraction pattern produced by ------- 

---with a metal surface. 

a] electron beam 

b] light 
 

c ] photon 
 

d] none of these 

 

 

29] The wave that does not propagate with time is called as------------- 
 

a] Transverse 

b] Longitudinal 

c] Stationary 

d] Standing 

30] Operators are defined for the ----------------- variable of the system 
 

a] single 
 

b] dynamic 



c] state 

d] none 

of these 

 

 

31] In H2 and O2 fuel cell, a porous carbon electrode coated with -------------- acts as the anode. 
 

a] nickel 
 

b] platinum 
 

c] nickel as well as 

platinum d] none of these 

32] During the working of hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell, the product at cathode is----- 
 

a] H2O 

b] OH
-
 

c] H
+
 

d] H2O2 
 

33] The range of energies possessed by electrons in solid is call -------- band 
 

a] energy 
 

b] conduction 

c] valence 

d] covalent 
 

34] In lithium ion cell, cathode is made up of----------- 
 

a] lithium metal 

b] LiCoO2 

c] lithium metal in graphite 

d] LiCoO3 

 

35] Hydrogen is considered as the most promising fuel for generalized used in the future 

because (1) energy efficient (2) low pollution (3) renewable ,The correct reasons are : 

a] 1 and 2 
 

b] 1 and 3 
 

c] 1,2,3 
 

d] 2 and 3 
 



36] Hydrogen is considered as most promising fuel for generalized used in the because it is--   

a] renewable fuel 

b) extinct fuel 

 

c) Diminishing 

fuel  

d] non-

renewable 

 

37] In a fuel cell, hydrogen and ----------- combine to produce electricity and water. 
 

a] oxygen 

b] fuel 

c] oxidant 

d] carbon 

 

38] Lithium ion cell has energy ----------- density 
 

a] high 

b] low 

c] very low 

d] zero 

 

39] Solar cells are based on-------------- 
 

a] Photoelectric effect 

b] Compton effect 

c] Photovoltaic effect 

d] none of these 

40] A solar cell works on the principle of 

a] photoelectric effect 

b] photovoltaic effect 

c] thermoelectric effect 

d] Compton effect 

41] The fuel cell used in the Apollo space mission 

was a] methane- oxygen fuel cell 



b] hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell 

c] solid polymer electrolyte fuel cell 

d] alkaline fuel cell 
 

42] Bacon’s fuel cell is of the type 

a] propane- oxygen fuel cell 

b] methane-oxygen fuel cell 

c] hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell 

d] phosphoric acid fuel cells 

43] the fuel used in the fuel cells of Gemini space missions was--------- 
 

a] hydrogen 

b] nitrogen 

c] boron 

d] carbon 
 

44] Cold combustion is observed in----------- 
 

a] fuel cells 

b] solar cells 

c] galvanic cell 
 

d] electrolytic cell 
 

45] Hydrogen can be prepared on a large scale by the electrolysis of------- 
 

a] water 

b] HCl 

c] NH4 

d] sun 
 

46] High temperature fuel cells operate in the temperature range of---------- 
 

a] 300
0
c-1200

0
c 

b] 400
0
c-900

0
c 

c] 100
0
c-400

0
c 

d] 1
0
c-100

0
c 

[47] Bacons fuel cell is of the type ............. fuel cell. 
 

(A) Hydrogen – Propane 
 

(B) Hydrogen – Methane 
 



(C) Hydrogen – Oxygen 

(D) Methane - Propane 

 

48] Silicon solar cell operates with an efficiency of about ……… 

(A) 45-50% 

(B) 50-60% 
 

(C) 15-20% 
 

(D) 80-90% 
 

49] The process in a fuel cell can be referred as the ……. process. 
 

(A) cold combustion 
 

(B) hot combustion 
 

(C) fast combustion 
 

(D) slow combustion 
 

50] In semiconductors the gap between the valence band and conduction band is 
 

(A) large 
 

(B) small 
 

(C) zero 
 

(D) wide 

Unit IV 

1) NMR spectrum is a results of the ------- 
 

a] Proton and neutrons in the nucleus 

b] Electrons being unpaired 

c] Nucleus behaves as a magnet 

d] Both a and b 

1] The nuclear magneton is a unit of--------- 
 

a] Nuclear magnetic moment 

b] Atomic magnetic moment 

c] Both the nuclear and atomic magnetism 

d] None of these 

2] In the ESR spectrum, the type of the interaction involved are-------- 
 

a] Nucleus-nucleus interaction 

b] Nucleus-electron interaction 

c] Electron-electroninteraction 



3] In the ESR spectrum the spectrum recorded is in the derivative mode because---- 
 

a] It is easier to record the spectrum in that mode 
 

b] The width of the peak is too large to record it in the normal 

mode  

c] In the microwave region it is recorded in that way only 

d] All the above 
 

4] In NMR, gyromagnetic ratio equals------- 
 

a] H0/2πv 

b] 2πv/H 

c]H02πv 

d]H0V
2
 

5] For BNMR spectra, for shielded proton------ 
 

a] Heff = Happ 

b] Heff > Happ 

c] Heff < Happ 

d] Heff ≠ Happ 

6] Larmour precisional angular velocity------a] 𝜔 = rH b] 𝜔 = v/H c] 𝜔 = vH 

d] 𝜔= v(H-1) 
 

7] The basic unit of magnetic moment of a nucleus is known as--------- 
 

a] Bohr magneton 
 

b] Nuclear magneton 

c] Tesla 

d] Non of these 
 

8] The process of transfer of hydrogen nucleus to higher energy state by absorption of radiation 

is called------- 

a] Excitation 

b] Fluoresence 

c] Flipping 

d] precission 
 

9] Tramethylsilane has ------------- equivalent protons 
 

a] 8 

b]12 



c]10 

d]6 
 

10] In N.M.R. gyromagnetic ratio equals------ 
 

a] Ho/2πv 

b] 2πv/Ho 

c]Ho2πv 

d]Hov2 

11] For 
1

1H, spin number is------- 

a] zero 

b] one 

c] half 

c] two 

12] Low resolution spectrum of ethanol shows ---------- peals 

   a )2 
 

b) 3 
 

c)4 
 

d)1 
 

13] the expression for Tau scale 𝑟 = ------ 
 

a] 10-𝛿 

b] 10+𝛿 

c] 𝛿-10 

d] 𝛿+10 

14] If the number of proton or neutrons is even the spin of the nucleus will be which of the 

following? 

a] Integral spin 
 

b] Half integral 

spin  

c] Zero spin 

d] Positive spin 
 

15] Nuclei having either the number of protons or neutrons as odd have    spin. 
 

a] Integral spin 
 

b] half integral spin   



c] Zero spin 

d] Positive spin 
 

16] The amount of energy available in radio frequency radiation is sufficient for which of the 

following? 

a] Excite an atom, 

b] Vibrate an atom 

c] Vibrate a molecule 
 

d] Affect the nuclear spin of an atom 
 

17] Which of the following are considered to one the lowest form of Electromagnetic radiation?  

a] IR radiation 

b]Micro waves 

c]UV radiation  

d] Radio waves 



18] In NMR spectroscopy, the spinning nuclei in strong magnetic field must be irradiated by 

which of the following? 

a] Perpendicular and stronger field 

b] Perpendicular and weaker field 

c] Parallel and stronger field 

d] Parallel and weaker field 
 

19] NMR spectroscopy indicates the chemical nature of the ------ and spatial positions of----- 
 

a] Electrons, protons 

b] Neutrons, electrons 

c] Nuclei, electrons 

d] Nuclei, neighbouring nuclei 
 

20] NMR spectrometer provides--------- and ------ method of determining structure in soluble 

chemical compounds. 

a] Accurate ,destructive 

b] Accurate, non-destructive 

c] Inaccurate, destructive 

d] Inaccurate, non-destructive 
 

21] NMR is the study of absorption of ------- by nuclei in a magnetic field? 
 

a] Radioactive radiation 

b] IR radiation 

c] Radio frequency radiation 

d] Microwaves 

22] NMR spectroscopy is used for determining structure in which of the following materials? 

a] Radioactive materials 

b] Insoluble chemical compounds 

c] Liquids 

d] Gases 
 

23] Concerning nuclear spin(I), which of the following is 

true? a] Spin is due to rotation of the nucleus about its axis 

b] Protons have spin nut neutrons do not 
 

c] Spin can only have integer or half-integer values 

d] Another name for spin is “Precession” 



 

24] Which of the following spins could a nucleus not possess? 

a] 0 

b] 1/2 

c] 3/4 

d] 9/2 

25] Concerning nuclear spin and NMR which of the following statement is false? 
 

a] All nuclei can undergoes NMR except those containing even number of both proton and 

neutrons 

b] Every element in the periodic table has at least one isotopes that can undergoes 

NMR c] Across the periodic table nuclear spin (I) with value ranging from 0 to 8 can be 

found d] Nuclei with I=0 readily undergoes NMR 

26] Which of the following statement concerning the magnetic dipole moment is false? 
 

a] It is representation of the nucleus modeled as a tiny bar magnet with north and south poles 

b] An alternative representation is a vector (𝜇) arising from a small current loop 

c] Like a compass needle, a dipole moment will tend to align with an extremely applied 

magnetic field to assume its lower energy state 

d] The dipole moment will precess when placed in an external magnetic field 
 

27] which of the following statement about a magnetic dipole placed in an external magnetic 

field is false? 

a] The dipole is at a lower energy state when pointing in a direction opposite the field 
 

b] The torque (twisting force) experienced by the dipole is directly proportional to the strength 

of external field 

c] The torque (twisting force) experienced by the dipole depend on the angle between the dipole 

and the external field 

d] The energy of the dipole- external field system depend on angle between the dipole and the 

external field 

28] The dipole magnetic moment is directly proportional to the nuclear spin ,connected by a 

constant called the------ 

a] Gyromagnetic ratio(Y) 

b] Plank’s constant(h) 

c] Nuclear susceptibility (x) 

d] Chemical shift (λ) 



29] Which of the following statement about gyromagnetic ratio(Y) is false. 

a] It can be expressed in a unit of MHz/Tesla 

b] It may have a negative value 

c] It is different for each element 

d] It is same for the all isotopes of a given element 
 

30] The 
1
H nucleus has a spin (I) = 1/2 when placed in a external magnetic field , its number 

of measurable spin states (eigenstates) will be 

a] 1 
 

b] ½ 
 

c] 1 
 

d] 2 
 

31] The protons, neutrons and electrons are collectively known as--------- 
 

a] momentum 

b] resonance 

c] fermions 

d] magnetic field 
 

32] A nucleus with integral or ------ spin interacts with the applied magnetic field 
 

a] half integral 

b] zero 

c] one 
 

d] none of these 
 

33] In N.M.R. spectroscopy, the absorption of radiation occurs in the--------- region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum 

a] spectrum 

b] surface 

c] radiofrequency 

d] magnetic 

34] If the spin of the nucleus is I, then the number of energy levels obtained in a magnetic field 

are ,    

a] 21, +1 
 

b] 21, +2 



c] 21, -1 
 

d] 21, -2 
 

35] The frequency of the radiation absorbed will be dependent on the ---------- of the magnetic 

field 
 

a] angular momentum 

b] angular velocity 

c] strength 

d] radiation 

36] The hyperfine structure of the E.S.R. spectrum is due to -------- interaction 
 

a] proton electron 

b] nucleus electron 

c] proton neutron d] 

nucleus proton 

37] In the case of E.S.R. spectrum the radiation is absorbed in the---------region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum 

a] macrowave b] 

microwave c] 

klystron tube d] 

none of these 

38] Nuclei containing both odd number of protons or neutrons will possess ------ --. 
 

a] integral spin 
 

b] half integral spin 

c] zero spin 

d] both a and b 
 

39] The nuclear magnetic moment for the proton is called a ------- 
 

a] nuclear space 



 

b] nuclear magneton 

c] nuclear spin 

d] nuclear quantum number 
 

40] The magnitude of ---------- is related to spin quantum number I. 
 

a] spin active nuclei 

b] nuclear magneton 
 

c] spin angular momentum 

d] radio frequency 

41] The nuclear magnetic moment is------ 
 

a] µ=eh
2
/4πmp 

b] µ=eh
2
/2πmp c] 

µ=eh/4πmp d] 

µ=eh/2πmp 

42] The spin angular momentum=------ 
 

a] √I(I+1) h/2π 

b] (I+1) h/2π c] 

(I+2) h/2π d] 

(I+1) h
2
/2π 

43] The gyromagnetic ratio depends on ------- and spin quantum number of the nucleus. 
 

a] magnetic moment 

b] dipole moment 

c] magnetic resonance 

d] angular velocity 

44] Microwave are generated by -------and the power level is adjusted with the --------- 
 

a) Triode & rectifier 
 



b) Pentode, attenuator 
 

c) Klystron tube, attenuator 
 

d) Diode, rectifier 
 

45] Which of the following is also known as reflex oscillator? 
 

a) Triode 
 

b) Pentode 
 

c) Special tube 
 

d) klystron tube 
 

46] Microwaves reflected back from the cavity are routed to which of the following? 
 

a) Attenuator 

b) Klystron 

 

c) Load 
 

d) Diode Detector 
 

48) Fuel cells are -------- in which the chemical energy of the fuel is converted in to electrical 

energy. 
 

a) Electrolytic cells 
 

b) Galvanic cells 
 

c) solar cells 
 

d) Hydrogen cells 
 

49] The silicon cells works on the basis principle of----------- 
 

a) photoelectric effect 
 

b) Dalton effect 
 

c) Compton effect 
 

d) Photovoltaic effect 
 

50] The thin wafer of silicon has a thickness of ------and length about ------- 
 

a) 0.3mm;3.6mm 



 

b) 3mm;6mm 
 

c) 0.4mm;4.6mm 
 

d) 4mm;6mm 
 

51] High temperature fuel cells are operate in the temperature range of ------ 
 

a) 500-800
0
c 

b) 300-700
0
c 

c) 200-500
0
c 

d) 400-900
0
c 

52] Moderate temperature fuel cells operated in temperature range of ------- 
 

a) 350-700
0
c 

b) 200-650
0
c 

c) 200-250
0
c 

d) 400-550
0
c 

53] Low temperature fuel cells operated at temperature less than ------- 
 

a) 250
0
c 

b) 100
0
c 

c) 1000
0
c 

d) 500
0
c 

54] In Beacon’s Hydrogen Oxygen fuel cells a total power output of ------ 
 

a) 4 KW 
 

b) 5 KW 
 

c) 6 KW 
 

d) 3 KW 
 

55] Cells diaphragms are made up of asbestos supported with fine------ 
 

a) nickel wire 
 



b) copper wire 
 

c) silver wire 
 

d) gold wire 

 


